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ABSTRACT 

 

Cloud computing portrays today’s generally exciting computing paradigm change in information 

technology. However, privacy and security are considered as primary issues to its wide adoption. Here, the 

author’s framework several critical security tests and motivate further examination of security solutions for a 

reliable public cloud environment. 

 

Key wrods: 

 

Introduction 

 

Cloud computing is utilization of registering assets that are conveyed as an administration in excess of a 

system. Today, cloud computing produces a lot of hype; it’s both guaranteeing and frightening. Organizations 

see its potential additionally have numerous concerns. This Emerging computing paradigm offers alluring 

economy based and innovative advantages. The idea of duration and remote administrations isn’t invented cloud 

computing environment employ novel technology and usage, a number of  which are not be totally measured 

related to security.  

Security is considered as a standout amongst most critical perspectives in everyday computing, and it is no 

distinctive for cloud compute owing to the minute and significance of information saved in the cloud. Cloud 

compute have many drawbacks and concerns, for example information security, trust, desires, regulations, and 

execution issues. Cloud systems are exceptionally conservative and helpful for organizations of all sizes. 

 

Cloud Security: 

 

While the preferences of cloud computing are clear, numerous agencies press on to be worried about 

security and privacy issues connected with the “as-a-service” models. No two clouds are the same, and it is 

critical to recognize the contrasts and similarities over all models when evaluating cloud security. A 

comprehension of the basics of cloud security incorporates key security and privacy issues, headway in cloud 

security, top dangers and risks, and alerts and considerations when deploying cloud technologies. 

 

Steps in Data Security Cycle: 

 

There are totally 5 steps involved in the data security cycle namely define, discover, secure, monitor and 

protect. 

 

Key Security and Privacy Issues: 

 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) issued the Guidelines on Security and Privacy 

in Public Cloud Computing. These guidelines furnish an overall portrayal of the security and privacy challenges 

vital to public cloud computing, and distinguish considerations for agencies outsourcing data, applications and 

foundation to a public cloud environment. 

 

Advancements in Cloud Security: 

 

While the greatest obstacle confronting public cloud computing is security, there are numerous chances for 

advancement to enhance the overall security of agencies. Potential parts of improvement where agencies might 

see benefits from a transition to the cloud. 
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Fig. 2.1: Data Security Cycle 

Step-1: Define what kind of information is to be protected. 

Step-2: Discover where the information is located. 

Step-3: Secure the informative data where it’s stored, and/or delete data where it shouldn’t be. 

Step-4: Monitor usage of data 

Step-5: Protect the informative data from ex-filtration  

 

Top Security Threats and Risks: 

 

The Cloud Security Alliance has illustrated The Top Threats to Cloud Computing, which apply over all 

cloud computing models. These danger threats and risks are distinguished to help agencies in settling on 

knowledgeable hazard administration decisions with respect to their cloud adoption strategies. 

 

2.1 Advancements in Cloud Security: 

 

While the greatest obstacle confronting public cloud computing is security, there are numerous chances for 

advancement in providing safety services that grasp the view of attractiveness, the overall security of some 

organizations. Potential zones of improvement where organizations might determine security repayment as of 

transforming to a community cloud compute surroundings integrate cloud employees area, back-up and 

recovery solutions, platform strength, resource availability, and expanded concentrate on standards. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.2: Advancements in Cloud Security 
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a. Cloud staff specialization: 

 

The cloud incorporates some of the largest data center on the planet .Accordingly it can carry extensive 

concentrations of centralization to bear.  Indeed it’s in organizations best investment to convey the best 

administration they can. So as a rule they have preferable security over numerous commercial counterparts, only 

in view of their shear scope and scale.  Thus a group of them contain employee’s area. They contain labor force 

to handle security and persistently reinforce efforts to establish safety. 

NIST: Cloud suppliers have a chance for staff to specialize in privacy, security, and other areas of high 

investment and concern to the organization. A high increase in the scale of computing induces specialization, 

which in turn permits security staff to shed other duties and focus exclusively on security issues. By increased 

specialization, there is a chance for employees member to increase full experience, get healing movements, and 

make security enhancements more promptly than otherwise would be conceivable with a different set of jobs. 

 

b. Platform Strength: 

 

The structure of cloud computing stages is normally more uniform than that of generally traditional 

computing centers. Greater uniformity and homogeneity expedite stage hardening and empower better 

automation of security administration activities like vulnerability testing, configuration control, security 

patching, and security audits of stage components. Qualified data assurance and security response activities 

additionally benefit starting a consistent, linear cloud communications, as perform structure management 

movements, such as weight complementary, fault management, and system maintenance. Numerous cloud 

suppliers meet standards for operational consistence and certificate in ranges like healthcare. 

 

c. Back-Up and Recovery: 

 

Internet bandwidth and latency has expanded the concern of where reinforcements seem to be saved. At the 

close of the day it is the subscriber’s authority to guarantee they contain hard endorsement preparation and 

pledge from the suppliers that the devices are sound. 

The endorsement and revival policy and method of cloud repair provider are much more supreme to those 

of the organization. Data preserved within a cloud can be more available, more reliable, and faster to restore in a 

lot of situation than that maintain in a customary information axis.  

 

d. Resource Availability: 

 

Resource availability is a significant focus in cloud scalability.  Having that sheer scale of asset that could 

be pulled in a flexible way can truly empower you to better react to refusal of service attacks It likewise permits 

you to conceivably catch and break down better legal sciences, and having more assets to manage in the 

occasion of an assault to catch more criminological information. 

2.2. Key Security and Privacy Issues: 

 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) generates rule for solitude and safety about 

public cloud computing. These components are accepted to have enduring significance for cloud-

computing. Based on which of the cloud services be utilize, information not in the suitable reaction to each of 

these areas.  

There are eight components recognized by NIST- administration, agreeability, trust, structural planning and 

identity and access management, software isolation, accessibility, information assurance, and incident response. 

 

a. Governance: 

 

Governance infers control and oversight over policies, methodology and norms for application 

development, and additionally the configuration, usage, testing, and observing of deployed services. While 

cloud computing rearranges platform acquisition, it doesn’t mitigate the requirement for influence, as an 

alternative it amplify so as to be required. Because these platforms could be secured rapidly, essentially and 

effectively, it is critical that good controls are set up to escape legal regulatory issues, economic risk or data 

exposure. 
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Fig. 2.3: Elements of Security and Privacy Issues 

 

b. Compliance: 

 

Compliance includes adjusting to established details, regulations, models, and law that exist in a particular 

range, incorporating the federal government. The National Archives and Records Management (NARMA), and 

the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) made qualified information security and national 

file prerequisites to explicitly emphasize hazard based strategy for financially effective security. 

 

c. Trust: 

 

An organization surrenders guide control over numerous parts of security and, in doing so, gives an 

exceptional height of hope on the cloud supplier. It is important to always trust and confirm concerning insider 

access, data management, composite administrations and visibility. 

 

d. Architecture & Software Isolation: 

 

Architecture & Software Isolation includes an a hidden world of multifaceted nature that incorporates 

hypervisor, firmware, virtual machines, operating systems, client portals, charge back and metering frameworks, 

provisioning, arrangement and other vital capacities. Much of this procedures and its supporting programming 

don't regularly exist inside IT frameworks. An assault outside emerge, at times addition of novel functions and 

indoctrination software to the architecture. 

 

e. Identity & Access Management: 

 

The issue here is the growth of an agency’s existing identification and verification schemas into cloud- and 

at present it’s anything but seamless. Suppliers are, then again, endeavoring to force a number of a great deal 

wanted enhancements in the region and judgment single which reconcile with inward controls is critical. 

 

f. Availability: 

 

The IT base library defines "accessibility" as the capability of an IT service to perform a needed capacity, 

which applies to accessibility in the cloud as well.  It is basic to grasp and unravel the supplier administration 

accessibility rates.  The concern is that generally down-time is unplanned and can sway the mission of an 

agency. There are numerous parts to acknowledge like whether it is approachable in a convenient way and 

gathering administration level requirements.  
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g. Incident Response: 

 

Incident response includes a composed technique for managing the results of a strike against security, and it 

is pivotal to comprehend the cloud provider’s occurrence reaction soon after an incident happens. Reaction to an 

incident ought to be took care of in a manner that breaking points damage and minimize the recovery time and 

costs. What be the events, process, responsibilities, roles, in the occasion of a critical, or even non-critical, 

occurrence? How are analysis, attack verification, regulation, data collection, conservation, remediation and 

restoration handled? It is also vital to have a reasonable comprehension of the boundary of where the cloud 

provider’s monitoring ends and subscriber’s starts. 

 

h. Data protection: 

 

The cloud environment depends on shared assets and space. For organizations that are moving sensitive or 

regulated information into a cloud, it is vital to grasp how the cloud provider will direct access to the in 

sequence and stay it safe. Whether on relax, at trip or used information detachment and data cleansing need to 

be taken into account.  

 

2.3. Top Security Threats and Risks: 

 

There are numerous dangers and hazards associated with moving to cloud, so clients and offices need to 

assess their danger tolerance in advance and also ensure that cloud suppliers are giving clear and reported 

administration level agreements and security insurance. 

 

 
Fig. 2.4: Top Security Threats and Risks 

 

a. Cautions and Considerations: 

 

The assessment of security methodology and techniques is significant when an agency recognizes a move to 

the cloud. There are various security issues/concerns connected with cloud computing but these problems fall 

into two general classes: Security issues confronted by cloud providers and security issues confronted by their 

clients. In many cases, the supplier must guarantee that their framework is secure and that their customers' 

information and application be confined as the client have to make sure to the supplier have in use the good 

safety events to defend their information. 

As a rule, the supplier must guarantee that their framework is secure and that their customers' information 

and requisitions are secured while the client must guarantee that the supplier has taken the correct efforts to 

establish safety to ensure their informative data.    
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b. Insecure Interfaces/ APIs: 

 

It is vital to assess requisition program interfaces before settling on a choice about your agency's cloud 

hazard.  Clarify clearly that cloud suppliers really guarantee strong authentication, access control, and rather 

utilize encrypted transmissions.  

 

c. Data Loss/Leakage 

 

Continuously encrypt your information while at rest, in the event that you can do it, destroy it flight and 

being used too.  Execute strong key management life-cycle practices and if conceivable, contractually request 

suppliers to wipe steady media before they release it back into the shared storage pool. Furthermore you need to 

determine that the supplier specifies the backup and maintenance methodologies simultaneously. 

 

d. Account Service Hijacking: 

 

Organizations and agencies need to guarantee accreditations that are almost always utilized for 

authentication are not being imparted. Likewise, it is critical to have the cloud provider’s security strategies and 

administration level reviewed and documented to determine that the production results fit within the tolerance of 

your risk profile.  

 

Conclusion: 

 

Best practices are as of now being distinguished and outlined and immediate experience may be the best 

studying device. There are numerous chances in the fog however these could be assessed and characterized for 

certain workloads. Organizations will recognize if they just utilize the fog for certain parts of their business, for 

example non mission basic informative data or information where overseeing information insurance, security 

laws and secretly are less stringent. 

 

Future Work: 

 

Fault tolerance is a main concern in order to guarantee reliability and availability of critical services as well 

as execution of an application. As the main aim of this concept is to minimize failure impact on the system and 

application execution, failures should be predicted and proactively handled. Fault tolerance techniques are 

mainly used to predict these failures and apply an appropriate action before failures actually occur. There are 

various faults which can occur in cloud computing .Based on fault tolerance policies various fault tolerance 

techniques can be used that can either be task level or workflow level .In cloud computing, totally there are three 

techniques namely Proactive, reactive and adaptive technique. In most of the methods, only one of the 

techniques is used .But here our proposed method makes use of the combination of three techniques.  

 

Reactive fault tolerance: 

 

Whenever the failure effectively occurs, the Reactive fault tolerance policies can be applied which in turn 

reduces the effect of failures on application execution. There are many techniques which are based on these 

policies like Replay, Retry and Checkpoint/Restart, and so on.  

 Check pointing/ Restart - When a particular task or work fails, it is permitted to be restarted from the 

recently checked pointed state instead of starting from the beginning point. For long running applications this 

acts as an efficient task level fault tolerance technique (Golam Moktader Nayeem, Mohammad Jahangir Alam, 

2006).  

 Replication-Various job connected models are dash on dissimilar possessions, intended for the 

implementation to do well plow the entire fake task is not not working. This be able to be execute by tools 

similar to Hadoop, HAProxy, and AmazonEc2 etc.  

 Job Migration-During the failure or flop of any task, it can be transferred to another machine. This 

technique could be accomplished by using HAProxy 

(http://haproxy.1wt.eu/download/1.3/doc/configuration.txt.). 

 SGuard- It is less disruptive to normal stream processing and makes more assets available. SGuard is 

dependent upon rollback recovery and can be implemented in Amazon EC2 (Amazon Elastic Compute 

Cloud(EC2) M http://www.amazon.com/ec2/), HADOOP (http://hadoop.apache.org/core/docs/current/mapred 

tutorial.html.). 

 Retry-It is the most simple task level strategy that retries the failed task on the same cloud asset (Elvin 

Sindrilaru, Alexandru Costan, Valentin Cristea, 2010).  
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 Task Resubmission-It is the most generally used fault tolerance technique in current scientific 

workflow frameworks. Whenever a failed task is detected, it is resubmitted either to the same or to a different 

resource at runtime.  

 User defined exception handling-In this client specifies the concerned treatment of a task failure for 

workflows.  

 Rescue workflow-This system (Elvin Sindrilaru, Alexandru Costan, Valentin Cristea, 2010) permits 

the workflow to proceed even if the task fails until it gets difficult to push ahead without providing the failed 

task. 

Proactive Fault Tolerance  

The main principle of proactive fault tolerance policies is to avoid recovery from errors, faults and failures 

by assuming them and proactively change the suspected components with other working components. Some of 

the techniques which are depended on these policies are Software Rejuvenation, Preemptive migration and so 

forth.  

 Software Rejuvenation- It is a method that designs the framework for occasional reboots. It restarts 

the whole system with clean state (Armbrust, M., A. Fox, R. Griffit, et al., 2010). 

 Proactive Fault Tolerance using Self- Healing- When various instances of an application are working 

on various virtual machines, it immediately handles the failure of application occurrences (Geoffroy Vallee).  

 Proactive Fault Tolerance using Preemptive Migration Method- Preemptive Migration depends on 

a feedback-loop control system mechanism where application is periodically monitored and analyzed. 

 

Adaptive Fault Tolerance: 

 

All the methods and procedures are done automatically according to the particular circumstance. 
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